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   If nothing else Kid Rock should at least be 
commended on his effort to promote diversity as his 
latest album, Born Free, features a menagerie of artists 
ranging from T.I. and Mary J. Blige to James Hetfield 
of Metallica and Red Hot Chili Peppers drummer Chad 
Smith. It’s a concoction of considerable merit.
   Rock’s last release was in 2007 with Rock N Roll 
Jesus and it garnered a good amount of success, with 
its focus on racial discrimination and the support of the 
military. His latest CD encompasses his experiences 
in his hometown of Detroit, according to an interview 
with MTV News. 
   “Born Free,” the current album-titled single, is 
stealing the hearts of both fans and critics alike. 
Furthermore, the album makes an effort to be as 
relevant as possible to the times, reflecting upon the 
difficulties of the economy’s downfall over the past 
three years.

      Their last release may have gotten lackluster reviews, but there is no denying that Good Charlotte’s 
Cardiology has “win” potential. Their latest single, “Like It’s Her Birthday,” does have some esteem, 
even if the intro sounds like an excerpt from a pre-meltdown Brittney Spears’ track. 
   Lead vocalist Joel Madden’s gamble with this vocal approach surprisingly gives Good Charlotte more 
of a mature sound, which is never a bad thing. The use of harmonic squeals in the guitar solo helps the 
effort too.
    Benji Madden touted the album as “returning to their pop-punk roots” back in 2008 and the 
current single shows some truth to that. So far, it’s been hit-or-miss with Good Charlotte’s musical 
experimentation—there’s definitely progress this time around.
   Initially slated for an October release, the album’s release date was pushed back due to the band’s 
decision to re-record the entire album, a decision that clearly shows the band’s sense of quality control.
 

   No one could blame Nelly 
for the inevitable delay of the 
recently dubbed Nelly 5.0, as a 
close cousin of his was murdered 
in his home state of Missouri. 
Nonetheless, it’s good to see he 
still has some musical ideas to 
develop on since his last release, 
Brass Knuckles, is now more 
than two years old.
   Since the concurrent release 
of singles “Just A Dream” and 
“Tippin’ In The Club,” Nelly 
has received moderate press and 
has revealed the album’s title 
as being inspired mostly by his 
favorite car—the Ford Mustang 
5.0. Guest artists include Akon, 
Usher, Jamie Foxx, P. Diddy and 
his former group the St. Lunatics.
   The St. Louis-based rapper 
employed high-profile producer 
Jim Jonsin for the album. 
Collaborating with major 
rappers such as Lil Wayne, Mike 
Jones and T.I., it’ll be safe to 
assume that album will have 
something to offer beside the 
“club-thumpers” that have been 
released so far.
 

   As defamatory as his actions were at last year’s Video Music Awards, Kanye West is moving forward and 
continuing to make amends with My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy, due Nov. 22.
   The album title went through a stint of limbo as West decided between a few other names via his Twitter 
posts. This could have been done with marketing or publicity, but that’s doubtful considering he decided to 
default to the title anyway. “Power,” the album’s single, made a splash on the radio upon release despite his 
lukewarm ratings on the Billboard charts. The short, promotional video for the song features elaborate, live 
statues and overtones of gold, along with other luminous apparel.
   Also with Twitter, West announced his intent to release a song per week until December 25. While this is 
probably just a very smart public relations move to keep his face in the limelight, we’re not complaining 
about new tunes every Friday through the holiday.
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    It’s been “rumba” time lately 
with country singer Julianne 
Hough being a cast member 
on Dancing with the Stars. Her 
priorities have now shifted with 

the release of her latest album, Sizzle.
   The record is emotional, but not excessively so. 
According to Hough, recording the album was like a 
“therapy session,” speaking to the recent break-up with 
fellow artist Chuck Wicks and other personal issues.
   “Is That So Wrong?” is the single from the album and 
there is certainly nothing “wrong” with it. While it is 
more or less romantic rhetoric, it touches on her innermost 
struggles with relationships and the human need for 
companionship.
   Tour dates have not yet been announced but the 21-
year-old country singer said that she will be returning for 
another season of Dancing with the Stars. She will also 
co-star with Cher and Christina Aguilera on the upcoming 
film Burlesque Nov. 24.
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